
Thinkibility – 29 Day Challenge 

Day 29 – Thinkibility 
 

Design your own thinking challenge! 

In this exercise, the last of the 29 Day Thinkibility Challenge, we will ask you to reflect upon 
and use what you have learnt. 
  
You could design your own thinking challenges in two ways: 
  
The first way is to formulate ONE interesting question. 

 What fascinates you? 
 What are you wondering about? 
 What matters to you? 

Then proceed with a question that begins with HOW, WHY or WHAT IF? 
  
Here are some suggestions for topics: 

  reduce time when changing trains 
  more efficient lifts - see  video below 
  reduce time loading airplanes -  link to video  

 

http://player.ooyala.com/iframe.html#ec=5kYWJ4cTrbnEoffci_iGlo7g7I4cYL1O&pbid=a637d53c5c0a43c7bf4e342886b9d8b0&docUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nrc.nl%2Fnieuws%2F2014%2F11%2F28%2Flang-wachten-in-de-rij-voor-het-vliegtuig-dat-kan-dus-stiekem-veel-sneller%2F
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUa8M0H9J5o&feature=youtube_gdata_player


Another way to design your own thinking challenge is by observing your thinking or the 
situations wherein the thinking takes place. 

 
You could also use the thinking of others (as in newspapers etc.), this approach is perhaps 
easier than reflecting on your own thinking. 
Formulate questions like: 

 Why am I thinking what I am thinking right now? 
 What kind of thinking situation is this? 
 What kind of thinking is needed here? 
 What is the dominant thinking here? 
 What is the thinking pattern? 
 What do I tend to avoid in my thinking? 
 Or what boundaries do I put on my thinking? 

We suggest to make your thinking as visual as you can, in your mind but preferable by 
sketching or doodling. 

For more reading about this topic, see Questions about Questions, and for examples of 
dominant thinking patterns, see Thinking Patterns 
  
If you would like to enhance your Thinkibility, make it a habit to convert a beautiful question 
into a visualization on an index card each day, as Doug Neill shows in his video Daily Creative 
Habits, see below. 
  

We hope you have enjoyed the Thinkibility Challenge.  
Hopefully we will see you next year when we will have another T29 challenge 

 

 

http://thinkibility.com/2014/05/06/questions-about-questions/
http://thinkibility.com/2014/03/23/thinking-patterns-in-science/
http://thinkibility.com/2012/07/19/thinkibility-3/
http://www.verbaltovisual.com/about/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aoDn4Dp3DUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aoDn4Dp3DUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aoDn4Dp3DUk&feature=youtube_gdata_player

